C O R R I G E N D U M

In partial modification of the Policy Guidelines quoted at preamble above, following conditions are to be included for ONHARD of fishing boats at Vanakbara and Saudwadi:

1. As mentioned at para 1(iii) & (iv) of the said Policy Guidelines, 49 Nos. of fishing boats of Kharva Fishermen Boat Association are ONHARD at Jetty/Platform, of which 10 fishing boats on priority are to be kept at Jetty towards “Tungano Mor”, Northern side of Vadisheri Jetty for the year 2018-19. While, on completion of 50 mts. Jetty adjacent to 92 mts. Jetty, these 10 boats are to be shifted on priority to the 50 meters jetty 2019-20 onwards.

2. While 09 fishing boats of Kharva Fishermen Boat Association were keeping at 50 mts. Jetty under construction also to be shifted at Jetty towards “Tungano Mor” for the year 2018-19 on priority. Later on, these boats also to be shifted at 50 mts. Jetty on completion of work from 2019-20 onwards.

3. Total 19 fishing boats of Shree Kharva Fishermen Boat Association are to be kept at Jetty towards “Tungano Mor” (approx. 21375 sq. mts area) for the year 2018-19 on priority. Thereafter, in remaining space at “Tungano Mor”, fishing vessels of different associations presently kept in water are to be embarked at jetty as per seniority of registration of fishing boats.
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4. Boat owners who want to shift their fishing boats with mutual understanding will be allowed. This should, however, not lead to violation of seniority of registration at any cost.

(HEMANT KUMAR)
COLLECTOR, DIU
Email ID: collector-diudd@nic.in
Tel. No. 02875 252111

To,
All Concerned
(Through Port Officer, Diu)

Copy to:-

1. The Secretary (Ports), Daman & Diu, Daman.
2. The SIO (NIC), Daman & Diu, Daman for uploading the same on the Official website of U.T. Daman & Diu.
3. The Govt. Printing Press, Fort Road, Daman for publication in the Official Gazette.
4. The Asstt. Director (OL), Diu for translation into Hindi.
5. Guard/Office file.